Accenture to launch new tool to help
customers identify and fix unfair bias in AI
algorithms
13 June 2018, by Bob Yirka
A prototype of the new tool (which some have
begun calling the Fairness Tool) is currently being
field tested with an unknown partner on credit risk
applications. The company has announced that
they are planning for a soft launch in the near
future. They have also announced that the tool will
be part of a larger program offered by the company
called AI Launchpad. In addition to AI tools, the
program also includes ethics and accountability
training for employees.
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Accenture, a professional services company, will
soon launch a new tool aimed at helping its
customers find unfair bias in AI algorithms. Once
such unfair bias is discovered, reps for the
company have told the press, they can be
removed.

To figure out which sorts of data being used by an
AI application might represent bias, the tool uses
statistical methods designed to compare predefined
variables as fair or unfair. It will also look at other
variables that might contain hidden bias. Data that
includes income, for example, might be
representing a hidden bias against women or
minorities, even if there is no data specifying
gender or race. The tool can also be used to
implement changes to a customer's algorithm,
hopefully making it less biased. But reps for
Accenture note that doing so has been found to
cause some algorithms to be less accurate overall.

As scientists and engineers continue to improve AI More information:
technology, more companies are using AI-based
newsroom.accenture.com/news/ac … testingtools to conduct business. Using AI applications to services.htm
process credit applications is becoming routine, for
example. But there has a been a concern that such
applications might have biases built in, which
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produce results that could be construed as unfair.
Such applications might, for example, have a
baked-in racial or gender bias, which could skew
results. In response to such claims, many large
corporations have begun adding bias screeners to
their suite of applications. But as reps for
Accenture have pointed out, smaller companies
likely do not have the resources to do that. The
new tool they have developed will be marketed
with these companies in mind.
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